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ABSTRACT Researchers have demonstrated the application of soil electrical properties 
to explain the spatial variability of yield and of physical-chemical soil properties. The 
objective of this work was to evaluate the process of management zones definition based 
on soil apparent electrical conductivity. A portable meter model ERM-02, made by 
Landviser, was used to determine the bulk electrical conductivity of soil. This equipment 
uses the resistivity method, in which four electrodes are inserted into the soil. It was 
measured the soil apparent electrical conductivity to 0.20 m deep. It was used the 
krigging map interpolation method. The management zones were defined using the Fuzzy 
K-Means algorithm. The results were evaluated using the kappa coefficient to analyze the 
accuracy in the classification of soil properties using the management zones defined. The 
best kappa coefficients were obtained to identify the availability of soil potassium and 
remaining phosphorus. The kappa coefficients calculated in the classification of 
potassium were 62%, 38%, 24% and 32% for two, three, four and five management 
zones, respectively. For the remaining phosphorus, the kappa coefficients were 61%, 
15%, 31% and 27%, respectively, for two, three, four and five management zones. 
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INTRODUCTION  The precision agriculture can bring several benefits to coffee crop 
management; among them the identification of areas with potential for higher yield and 
that can produce a higher quality product (Queiroz et al., 2004).  

The application of precision agriculture based on soil chemical and physical properties 
requires a dense sampling to determine spatial variability in the field. So, it is possible to 
obtain maps of soil fertility which are the basis for applying variable rates of inputs. The 
maps of soil fertility are most often made from too few data. This leads to 
recommendation errors resulting that the full benefits of precision agriculture are not 
reached. 
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A prior definition of management zones can reduce the number of samples that are 
needed. A management zone is an area that has similar characteristics related to factors 
that limit yield and/or product quality, and can therefore be treated with a uniform dosage 
of inputs. 

Some approaches for management zones definition are based on digital elevation  model, 
soil fertility maps obtained by field sampling, apparent electrical conductivity of soil 
map, soil organic matter map estimated by remote sensing and yield maps obtained for 
more than one season (Fleming et al., 2004). 

Some researchers (Corwin & Lesch, 2003, Corwin et al., 2003b, Corwin & Lesch, 2005, 
Yan et al., 2007a, Yan et al., 2007b) demonstrated the importance played by the soil 
electrical variables to explain yield and physic-chemical soil properties. The bulk 
electrical conductivity of the soil has become one widely used tool to measure and  
characterize the spatial variability of the field. The measurement of soil electrical 
conductivity is easy to be performed and it is reliable (Corwin & Lesch, 2003). 

The objective of this work was to define management zones using soil electrical 
conductivity maps in a coffee production field located in a mountain area. 

 

MATERIAL E METHODS The work was done at Brauna farm, located in Araponga, 
Minas Gerais state, Brazil. The farm has a total area of 306 ha. The area cultivated with 
Coffea arabica L. is 86 ha. The average altitude of the coffee fields is 904 m. It is an area 
of mountains and the soil is classified as “Latossolo Vermelho Amarelo” according to the 
Brazilian soil classification system.  

The portable soil electrical conductivity meter model ERM-02 made by Landviser was 
used. This equipment uses the method of resistivity, in which different configurations of 
electrodes can be used. 

The matrix Wenner configuration was used (Corwin & Hedrickx, 2002, Corwin & Lesh, 
2003), the distance between electrodes was 0.20 m. The bulk electrical conductivity of 
soil was determined in a 20.20 ha coffee field of farm Brauna. The soil electrical 
conductivity at 0.20 m depth (EC20) was measured in 141 points. The location of each 
sampled point was obtained using a DGPS, model Promark 3, made by Magellan. The 
post-processed differential correction was done using a RBMC (Brazilian Network for 
Continuous Monitoring) base station of IBGE (Brazilian Institute for Geography and 
Statistics), located at the Federal University of Vicosa and using the Magelan GNSS 
solution software for data correction. 

Each soil sample was composed of three single samples, collected in a radius of 1 meter, 
around the point where the soil electrical conductivity was measured. Soil samples were 
analyzed in laboratory to obtain the textural composition (clay, silt and sand content), 
electrical conductivity of saturation extract (1:5), moisture and soil fertility (pH, potential 
acidity, levels of P, K, Ca2+, Mg2+, Al3+, potential acidity, sum of bases, effective 
cation exchange capacity CEC, CEC at pH 7, base saturation, aluminum saturation, 
remaining P, Zn, Fe, Mn, Cu and organic matter). 
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The management zones maps based on EC-20 were obtained by using KRIG-ME 
software (Valente et al., 2009). This software generates maps by using kriging 
interpolation. The management zones were defined by using the fuzzy k-means methods. 
All interpolations were made using a pixel size of 5 x 5 meters for the X and Y 
coordinates. The management zones were defined for two, three, four and five classes.  

Management zones were also defined using the soil fertility data. This was done to 
analyze the agreement between EC20 and the soil fertility. Cross-tabulations were 
performed between the EC20 and soil fertility management zone maps with the same 
number of classes. The kappa coefficient was used to analyze the classification quality of 
soil properties using the EC20. This was done using the methodology presented by 
Kitchen et al. (2005). In this comparison the classes of soil properties were considered to 
be the truth and the maps of the management defined using EC20 data as the classifier. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION The mean EC20 was 1.80 mS.m-1. This value can be 
considered low compared to values of bulk electrical conductivity of saline soils, as 
determined by Yan et al. (2007a). These authors found an average value of bulk electrical 
conductivity of the soil 135.7 mS.m-1. However, Faulin (2005), in measurements of 
electrical conductivity in different periods and areas, obtained values of electrical 
conductivity ranging from 1.8 to 11.2 mS.m-1. 

The spherical model provided the best fit to the experimental semivariogram, as shown in 
Figure 1. The range value (A), the partial sill (C) and nugget effect (C0) was determined 
as 230.25 m, 0.833 mS2.m-2 and 0.451 mS2.m-2, respectively. The given range value  
shows that the adopted sampling grid of approximately 40 m between samples was 
sufficient to identify the spatial dependence of the bulk electrical conductivity of the soil. 
This range value for the soil bulk electrical conductivity was close to the values obtained 
by Yan et al. (2008). The index of spatial dependence (IDE) determined by (100.C / (C0 
+ C)) was 45.8%. Faulin et al. (2005), in a similar study, obtained IDE values between 
37% and 95% for the soil bulk electrical conductivity. 

In Figure 2 is presented the EC20 map generated using ordinary kriging interpolation 
with the adjusted semivariogram of Figure 1. The interpolated map was used to define the 
management zones classified in two, three, four and five classes, as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 1. Semivariogram for soil apparent electrical conductivity for a depth of 20 
cm(EC20). 

 

 

Figure 2. Soil apparent electrical conductivity map for a depth of 20 cm (EC20). 
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(c) (d) 
Figure 3 – Management zones maps base on the soil apparent electrical conductivity for 
a depth of 20 cm using (a) two classes, (b) three classes, (c) four classes and (d) five 
classes.  

 

It can be seen from Figure 3 that by increasing the number of management zones, the 
generated map became more similar to the map that showed the spatial variability of the 
EC20 variable (Figure 2). This is a feature of the algorithm Fuzzy k-means when using 
only one variable to define management zones. According to Pedroso et al. (2010), this is 
a limiting factor of the fuzzy k-means algorithm. This method of management zone 
definition does not take in consideration the coordinates of the data point, resulting in the 
appearance of classes with small area, which often can not be treated as a management 
zone due to technical and cost limitations. In Table 1, it is presented the values of soil 
bulk electrical conductivity for each class shown in Figure 3. 
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Table 1. Average values of the soil apparent conductivity (EC20) for the defined 
management zones 

Number of Classes Classes EC20 (mS.m-1) 

2 1 2.30 
2 1.53 

3 
1 2.46 
2 1.94 
3 1.48 

4 

1 2.13 
2 1.64 
3 2.59 
4 1.37 

5 

1 2.71 
2 1.90 
3 1.57 
4 2.27 
5 1.34 

 

In Table 2 the kappa coefficients calculated for the classification of soil properties, using 
management zones defined as EC20 are presented. It can be seen that the kappa 
coefficient was higher when classifying potassium in two, three and five zones. The 
kappa coefficient was higher when classifying the remaining phosphorus in four zones. 
On average, potassium was best soil fertility component to be classified, followed by the 
remaining phosphorus. Some authors (Carvalho et al., 1994, Silva et al., 2002a, Silva et 
al., 2002b) emphasized the importance of potassium for the coffee beverage quality. 
Thus, the bulk electrical conductivity of the soil can become a useful tool in defining 
management zone for applying fertilizers in coffee. The remaining phosphorus has 
importance for defining recommendations of lime and fertilizer, particularly in Brazilian 
Latossolos. The remaining phosphorus gives a better representation of the content and 
quality of clay and organic matter (Alvarez & Ribeiro, 1999). 

 

 
CONCLUSION  The management zones defined using the bulk electrical conductivity 
of soil was better for expressing the potassium and the remaining phosphorus. 
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Table 2. Kappa coefficient for management zones defined based on the soil apparent 
electrical conductivity measured at a depth of 20 cm (EC20) related to the soil physical 
and chemical properties.  

 Number of classes based on EC20 
  2 3 4 5 Average 

Clay 0.12 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.14 
CTC effective 0.37 0.28 0.21 0.23 0.27 
CTC at pH 7 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.13 
Potash 0.62 0.38 0.24 0.32 0.39 
Organic matter -0.09 0.07 0.16 0.11 0.06 
Lime necessary dosage 0.47 0.26 0.25 0.23 0.30 
Phosphorus 0.22 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.13 
Remaining Phosphorus 0.61 0.15 0.31 0.27 0.34 
pH 0.14 0.09 0.16 0.15 0.14 
Cupper 0.16 0.10 0.17 0.18 0.15 
Iron -0.24 0.00 0.11 0.04 -0.02 
Calcium 0.17 0.13 0.08 0.11 0.12 
Magnesium (Mg) 0.00 0.16 0.03 0.17 0.09 
Aluminum 0.03 0.07 0.15 0.14 0.10 
Potential acidity 0.08 0.05 0.09 0.08 0.08 
Sum of Bases 0.31 0.22 0.18 0.15 0.22 
Base saturation 0.05 0.03 0.15 0.12 0.09 
Aluminum saturation -0.24 0.21 0.17 0.11 0.06 
Zinc 0.15 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.17 
Manganese (Mn) 0.45 0.28 0.30 0.24 0.32 
Course sand 0.05 0.06 0.17 0.13 0.10 
Fine sand 0.12 0.01 0.08 0.07 0.07 
Silte 0.16 0.19 0.21 0.15 0.18 
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